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An investor who has all the answers doesn’t even understand the questions.
- Sir John Templeton

READ MOREREAD MORE +

Expert Investing Advice

The four most expensive words in the English language are, 'This time it's
different'.

- Sir John Templeton
READ MOREREAD MORE +

Investor Resources

“I never attempt to make money on the stock market. I buy on the assumption
that they could close the market the next day and not reopen it for five years”

- Warren Buffett
READ MOREREAD MORE +
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Welcome to Malaga Cove CapitalWelcome to Malaga Cove Capital
We believe managing your wealth, doing it right, is a full time job.

We are an investment firm.

We are not financial planners or a financial supermarket. We do not outsource our clients’ investments to a third

party, and we do not invest part time.

We believe managing your wealth, doing it right, is a full time job. This focus, plus over 50 years of combined

experience, solid independent research, and a personal team approach to investment guidance are necessary to

building and preserving wealth.

If interested please email or call us on 310-421-2141.
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Investors flee stocks

"Investors flee stocks, rush into treasuries." - from
a recent WSJ article. Let's think this through for a

minute. "Flee" must… READ MOREREAD MORE +

BP and the Black Swan ++

The Hindenburg Omen . . . . not! ++

Voices in the Wilderness ++

A Peek at Tomorrow ++



Financial Services

In life and business, there are two cardinal sins. The first is to act
precipitously without thought and the second is to not act at all.

- Carl Icahn
READ MOREREAD MORE +
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The Practice of Wealth Management
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